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24 June
Asian stocks rose from a six-month low amid speculation investors 
overreacted to a possible reduction of U.S. stimulus. Aluminum led a 
rebound by metals, while the won strengthened.

West Texas Intermediate crude dropped after the biggest increase 
in three weeks. Brent’s premium to U.S. futures rebounded from the 
narrowest since January 2011.

Thai Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra risks a backlash from farmers 
who helped put her in power after cutting guaranteed rice prices 
following criticism that the program put the country’s finances at risk.

The Australian dollar’s volatility against its U.S. peer was near the 
highest in 1 1/2 years as a cash squeeze in China will worsen, damped 
demand for higher- yielding assets.

25 June
China’s central bank said it will use tools to safeguard stability in money 
markets and tight liquidity is set to ease, giving the first official signs of 
relief for a cash squeeze in the world’s second-largest economy.

For eight years, the former Taroko Textile Corp. factory in Hsinchu 
County, Taiwan, has been empty, a victim of the migration of 
manufacturing to the mainland. Now, as China’s supply of cheap 
labor wanes, work is returning.

Asian stocks rose for the first time in three days after better-than-
estimated U.S. data bolstered the outlook for the world’s largest 
economy and concern over China’s cash crunch eased. Japanese 
exporters climbed as the yen weakened.

The won gained the most in almost five months as signs of an easing 
cash squeeze in China helped douse pessimism economic growth will 
slow in South Korea’s biggest export market. Government bonds fell.

27 June
The dollar was poised for a second- straight week of gains against the 
euro and yen before data forecast to show consumer sentiment in the 
U.S. was stronger and business activity expanded this month.

Asian stocks rose, trimming the regional index’s first quarterly slump in 
a year, as U.S. and Japanese data boosted the outlook for the global 
economy and as Federal Reserve officials downplayed investor 
speculation they will curb stimulus soon. Gold led a rout in precious 
metals.

The Australian dollar fell, headed for the biggest quarterly drop since 
2008, as prospects the Federal Reserve will pare back stimulus reduce 
the attractiveness of the South Pacific nation’s assets.

Treasuries were near the cheapest level in two years relative to U.S. 
stocks as investors weigh whether the world’s largest economy is 
growing fast enough to prompt the Federal Reserve to taper monetary 
stimulus.

28 June
West Texas Intermediate crude fell for a second day as manufacturing 
in China expanded at the slowest pace in four months in China, 
raising speculation demand may ease in the world’s second-largest 
oil consumer.

Australia’s dollar rebounded from the lowest since September 2010 
on speculation its biggest quarterly decline in almost five years was 
excessive and amid bets the Reserve Bank will refrain from cutting 
rates tomorrow.

Japanese shares swung between gains and losses, with Topix index 
trading volume about 38 percent below the 30-day intraday average, 
as insurers and airlines rose while developers and energy explorers fell.

On a sidewalk in Sydney’s Bankstown neighborhood, where 
unemployment is more than double Australia’s average, Dave Cox 
pulls the starter cord of an edge trimmer to prove it works as he tries to 
sell it to pawnbroker Cash Converters International Ltd.

26 June
Japanese stocks rose, with the Topix index poised to halt a three-
day loss, as slower-than-expected U.S. economic growth increased 
speculation the Federal Reserve will maintain stimulus.

Australia’s dollar rose for a fifth day before Federal Reserve Bank of 
New York President William C. Dudley speaks today as investors weigh 
whether the U.S. economy is robust enough for the Fed to reduce 
stimulus.

West Texas Intermediate climbed for a fourth day as U.S. refiners 
boosted crude processing to the highest rate this year and industrial 
profits increased in China, the world’s second-largest oil consumer.

Industrial metals pared quarterly losses after slower-than-estimated 
growth in the U.S. economy stoked speculation the Federal Reserve 
may hold back from reducing monetary stimulus.
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